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Subject: Status of Information Requests, CIA

Body:

From our records (which are scanty on the subject), from Barry's records, and from my own personal 

knowledge, the current status of our requests for additional information and records from CIA is as follows:1. 

CIA has responded in full to CIA-1, a lengthy list including requests for various sorts of organizational charts. 

This material is being held for our use at CIA.2. CIA responded in full to CIA-2, 4 and 5 (I don't believe there 

was a CIA-3). These were requests from CIA team for information on crypts, pseudos, station prefixes, and file 

numbers/indicators. 3. Barry is going to check the status of CIA-6, which dealt with cable traffic between 

Mexico City, headquarters, and JMWAVE.4. In response to CIA-7, CIA has made the Mexico City Station history 

available to us (restricted access), and is one step away from being able to make its index to CIA histories 

available. The Agency has no record of a JMWAVE station history ever having been written, but is looking into 

it. The rest of our request, especially for histories/studies/reports on CIA activities with respect to Cuba from 

October 1, 1962 to January 1, 1964, are "subject to further discussion."5. CIA has only recently received CIA-8 

(for Intelligence Community staff records) and CIA-9 (for serial publications) and has not yet had a chance to 

respond.As for the "Monster Plot" document, which Charlie Battaglia recommended that we ask CIA for, Barry 

hadn't heard of it. Chuck Brigg's hadn't heard of it by that name, either, but speculated that it might be the 

lengthy document dealing with Nosenko. I don't know, either--what did Charlie say? (If it's the Nosenko 

document, it is readily available).
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